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if you have any hard drive with windows 10 professional or windows 10 pro with kms you can run my tool in next 20 minutes, without doing any changes to your system. you can also load a fresh
copy of windows 10 pro from any other windows 10 pro disk or iso that your windows 10 pro have installed. the changes will be also valid if you bought a used windows 10 home with kms and
you want to use windows 10 home in next 5 years. if you are using a windows disk with kms the best solution is to use the portable kmspico. if you need windows 10 professional or higher you
can use virtual machine that is using pre-installed kms. normally that kms is from another computer, for example if you are using some other computer as backup pc. every windows 8 or later
can be activated, even if you bought it with a faulty kms. i had more than a dozen activations this year without any trouble. even if the kms is faulty it will not cause system problem. you can

remove your kms and use kmspico to use your windows 7. you need to uninstall windows activator from control panel then run kmspico in safe mode, with administrator privileges. it will
definitely work with your windows 7. if you have any further questions regarding removing your kms, please ask again. i have two computers which, i am use one of them at work and another at

home the at work one is intel i5 8400 som, 8g ram and win10 pro, the home one is a windows 7 i want to upgrade the home pc to win10, but my pc will not activate to win10 i have contacted
kms host and the host said that i should do these things: 1. format the hdd [c:], install new hdd [d:], open “computer management”, select “storage”, then “disk 0 (c:)”, 2. right click and navigate

to “disk cleanup” then select “cleanup system files” 3. open “microsoft store” with internet explorer and register for a year, then install all microsoft updates. 4. go to “control panel”, then
“performance and maintenance”, then “windows update” 5. select “check for updates (recommended)”. 6. if needed, download and install the latest updates for windows. 7. restart the
computer, then open microsoft store again to download the activation tool and activate the windows. 8. at last, open “windows features”, then “application and services”, then “windows

features”, then “products and features”, then select “windows 10 (upgrade)”, then “activate (yes)”, then the key will be generated in a folder [c:\users\my name\appdata\local\microsoft\windows
otification] and when i tried to activate win10, its show me a error state as below: windows cannot activate the computer at this time. 0xc004f074 the specified computer system cannot be

activated. you must activate the computer by using the kms. more information: 0xc004f074 (0x0) 0xc004f074 the specified computer system cannot be activated. more information: 0xc004f074
(0x0) thank you very much, martin
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hello!!! i want to activate windows 10 pro on my pc. i have a computer that i want to use on its intel core2 quad q6600 and 4 gb of memory. i need to activate this win10 because i want to use
its digital license. i download the tool from the website of microsoft activator for windows 10 and i installed it. after that, on i set my host and tried to activate windows 10, but i can not active the

pc. show me an error as in image below. 0x800706be : activation of the specified computer failed. 0x800706be : the specified computer system cannot be activated. just like kms pico for
windows and w#8.1, it is one time activation only. it does not require antivirus to be disabled. hence you can use even after clean install of your system without having to worry that virus

infected the tool after activation or before activation. hence permanently activated license of windows 10. hwidgen has 2 really good features: 1) permanent activation - you just need to activate
once to have permanent activated license of windows 10. 2) on-demand activation - here you can activate even after clean install of windows 10 without having to fear that virus infected the tool
after activation or before activation, or after clean install of windows 10 by key. hence, permanent license of windows 10. if you just want to activate for short time you can easily do that by just
typing keys in on-demand activation. hence you need to activate only once to get permanent activation of windows 10. so even after clean install of windows 10 license, you can activate it. kms

pico is also activated permanently, and hence you need to do it once to have permanent activated license of windows 10. this is how hwidgen catches up with kms pico and the advantage of
hwidgen over kms pico is huge. hwidgen also check also its own self by online activation which make sure that it is real hwidgen, and no one is just pirating it or copying it from someone else to
falsely create digital license of windows 10. apart from the features, hwidgen share one more tip for all windows 10 users. if you are getting error like "windows needs a restart to activate this

license, it might be reactivated by a windows update". this is how to re-activate windows 10 permanent activated license online. 5ec8ef588b
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